Density-Based Multilevel Hartree-Fock Model.
We introduce a density-based multilevel Hartree-Fock (HF) method where the electronic density is optimized in a given region of the molecule (the active region). Active molecular orbitals (MOs) are generated by a decomposition of a starting guess atomic orbital (AO) density, whereas the inactive MOs (which constitute the remainder of the density) are never generated or referenced. The MO formulation allows for a significant dimension reduction by transforming from the AO basis to the active MO basis. All interactions between the inactive and active regions of the molecule are retained, and an exponential parametrization of orbital rotations ensures that the active and inactive density matrices separately, and in sum, satisfy the symmetry, trace, and idempotency requirements. Thus, the orbital spaces stay orthogonal, and furthermore, the total density matrix represents a single Slater determinant. In each iteration, the (level-shifted) Newton equations in the active MO basis are solved to obtain the orbital transformation matrix. The approach is equivalent to variationally optimizing only a subset of the MOs of the total system. In this orbital space partitioning, no bonds are broken and no a priori orbital assignments are carried out. In the limit of including all orbitals in the active space, we obtain an MO density-based formulation of full HF.